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Data Breakdown 

Predictors and Results 

Predictors Values Predictions 

CrSem Anim, Act, Evt, Inanim Inanimate causer = direct causation 
animate causer = indirect causation 

Coref N, Y, Undef coreference = direct causation 
non-coreference = indirect causation 

CsedCstr Copula, Idiom, Intrans, Trans, 
SVC 

intransitive V2 = direct causation 
transitive V2 = indirect causation 

copula = direct causation 
serial verb construction = indirect causation 

CsedSem 
Action, State, Change (Teng 

2009), Motion, Percept, 
Emotion (D’Andrade 1987) 

perception verb = direct causation 
emotion verb = indirect causation 

CsedCollocSig, 
CrCollocSig, 
CeCollocSig 

TRUE, FALSE TRUE = more than (in)direct causation only model 

使 shǐ,令 lìng,让 ràng,叫 jiào1,教 jiào2,给 gěi,要 yào 

Analytic Causative Construction in Mandarin Chinese: 
 
我让 客人围着桌子坐下。 
Wǒ ràng kè rén wéi zhe zhuō zi zuò xià 
I CAUSE the guests surround (present tense marker) the 
table sit  down 
I asked the guests to sit around the table. 

(In)direct Causation Hypothesis 
on Dutch causatives doen & laten (Suzanne Kemmer & Arie Verhagen 1997) 

Yueru Ni (2012) 
Shi is similar to doen in Dutch in 
that it is related to the 
inanimate entity as the causer 
part and it expresses the direct 
causation, and rang is related to 
the animate entity, just as laten 
in Dutch and it expresses the 
indirect causation. 

Dirk Speelman & Dirk 
Geeraerts (2009) 
Alternative hypothesis: 
    As a causative verb, 
doen is an obsolescent 
form with a tendency 
towards semantic and 
lexical specialization. 

Ninke Stukker (2005) 
In the case of direct causation, as expressed by 
doen, “The causer produces the effected event 
directly; there is no intervening energy source 
‘downstream’”. In the case of indirect causation, 
as expressed by laten, “Besides the causer, the 
causee is the most immediate source of energy  
in the effected event; the causee has some  
degree of ‘autonomy’ in the causal process.” 

★ How do Chinese analytic 
causatives behave along the 
dimensions of factors related to the 
predictions derived from (in)direct 
causation hypothesis? 
★ What are their distributions? 
★ Do the factors play a significant 
role in distinguishing these 
causatives? 
★ If they do tell some difference, 
are they an adequate reason for 
language users to choose one of 
them over the others?  

Corpora Time Periods 
Causatives 

Observations 
使shǐ 令lìng 让ràng 叫jiào1 教jiào2 给gěi 要yào 

Sheffield Corpus of Chinese 

Period1: 1100BC-206BC 121 22 3 146 

Period2: 206BC-220AD 61 24 3 88 

Period3: 220AD-581AD 102 34 1 137 
Period4: 581AD-979AD 35 32 1 68 
Period5: 860AD-1368AD 56 24 1 40 16 137 
Period6: 1368AD-1644AD 45 19 6 64 89 35 258 
Period7: 1644AD-1911AD 24 11 2 15 4 2 5 63 

The UCLA Chinese Corpus (1st ed) Period8: 2000AD-2005AD 363 146 949 51 3 55 67 1634 
807 312 957 131 144 57 123 2531 

Predictors & Predictions Multinomial Logistic Regression Analyses 
d $ Causatives = relevels (d $ Causatives, ref=“rang”) 
fit.directness.only = multinom(Causatives~CrSem + Coref + CsedCstr +   
                                                       CsedSem, data=d) 
Model I Diagnostics 
Anova                                                                     Pseudo R square 

LR Chisq Df Pr (>Chisq) 

CsedSem 435.95 30 <2.2e-16 *** 

CrSem 166.87 18 <2.2e-16 *** 

CsedCstr 73.60 24 6.149e-07 *** 

Coref 25.43 12 0.01291 * 

pR2=  

11h -3452.0814106 
11hNull -3895.2062641 
G2 886.2497069 
McFadden 0.1137616 

r2ML 0.2954232 

r2CU 0.3096846 
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fit.all = multinom(Causatives~CrSem + Coref + CsedCstr + CsedSem +  
                                 CsedCollocSig + CrCollocSig + CeCollocSig, data=d) 
Model II Diagnostics 
Anova                                                                     Pseudo R square 

LR 
Chisq Df Pr (>Chisq) 

CsedSem 386.92 30 <2.2e-16 *** 

CeCollocSig 240.03 6 <2.2e-16 *** 

CsedCollocSig 238.75 6 <2.2e-16 *** 

CrCollocSig 143.31 6 <2.2e-16 *** 

CrSem 143.23 18 <2.2e-16 *** 

CsedCstr 81.62 24 3.35e-08 *** 

Coref 27.95 12 0.00562 ** 

pR2=  

11h -3138.7051230 
11hNull -3895.2062641 
G2 1513.0022821 
McFadden 0.1942134 

r2ML 0.4499732 

r2CU 0.4716955 

Confidence Intervals for 21 Pairs of Causatives 
ràng vs shǐ 2.5% 97.5% Sig 

(Intercept) -2.24760137 -1.24245391 

CrSemAnim -0.04501912 0.54360587 

CorefY -0.43439933 0.09878778 

CsedCstrSVC -0.82731475 0.62861607 

CsedSemEmotion -0.43226273 0.60202486 

(Intercept) -2.40252888 -1.43975669 

CsedCstrTrans -0.32446229 0.23484095 

lìng vs jiào1 2.5% 97.5% Sig 

(Intercept) -4.59723407 -1.410927 

CrSemAnim 0.06894752 1.926369 √ 

CorefY 0.34013386 1.433897 √ 

CsedCstrSVC 0.35710132 3.390924 √ 

CsedSemEmotion -2.55323939 0.117407 

(Intercept) -3.19001339 -0.7223456 

CsedCstrTrans -0.67539030 0.4436912 

Intercept = CrSemInanim, CorefN, CsedCstrCopula, CsedSemPercept 
Intercept = CrSemInanim, CorefN, CsedCstrIntrans, CsedSemPercept 

Conclusion & 
Implication 

Multiple Correspondence Analyses – A Flip Book     Although the factors of (in)direct causation hypothesis can tell some 
difference among Chinese analytic causatives, not all of them work for all 
the targets. In some cases like shǐ and ràng, there’s even no such a 
distinction. Even if they work, they may point to different ends of the 
(in)directness continuum. And the statistic also shows other non-semantic 
factors (e.g. lexical fixation effects) have significant influence over the 
choice. Diachronically speaking, Chinese analytic causatives evolve from a 
relatively clear-cut division of labor (to express (in)direct causation) to a 
complex picture of more near-synonyms and more discursively distributed 
(levels of) factors. Since the (in)directness and Chinese analytic causatives 
are not a satisfactory match, future studies should look out of this box to 
understand their (dis)similaries better. 
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